Self-determination theory suggests that some rewards can undermine autonomous motivation and related positive outcomes. Key to this undermining is the extent to which rewards are perceived as salient in a given situation; when this is the case individuals tend to attribute their behavior to the incentive and the intrinsic value of the task is undermined. The role of salience has yet to be explicitly tested with respect to work motivation; we know little about whether undermining occurs in relation to verbal rewards, which characterize everyday work. We examine this in a field-based quantitative diary study of 58 employees reporting 287 critical incidents of motivated behavior. When considering simple direct effects, the undermining effect was not supported; highly salient verbal rewards associated positively with introjected and external motivation, but at no cost to autonomous motivation. However, moderator analysis found support for the undermining effect for complex tasks; highly salient verbal rewards associated positively with external motivation while associating negatively with intrinsic and identified motivation. The findings suggest that verbal reward salience is an important characteristic of verbal reward perceptions and that salient verbal rewards are not advisable for more complex tasks but can have a valuable motivational impact for simple tasks.
Introduction
The relationship between rewards and motivation has long been a point of heated debate (Fall & Roussel, 2014) . In particular, there have been mixed findings in relation to the impact of reward on more autonomous types of motivation (particularly intrinsic motivation) (Lepper & Greene, 1979) . Self-determination theory (SDT) proposes that some rewards can undermine autonomous motivation -referred to as the undermining effect -and are therefore associated with less positive outcomes (Deci & Ryan, 1985) . This is because extrinsic rewards can be experienced as controlling, particularly when they are contingent upon achieving a certain level of performance (Ryan, Mims & Koestner, 1983) , and therefore thwart the satisfaction of individuals' natural psychological need for autonomy (Deci, 1971) . However, research on the undermining effect has largely focused on tangible, financial rewards (Deci, Koestner & Ryan, 1999a) . While these are clearly an essential component of workplace incentive structures, short term performance incentives in everyday work are also likely to be characterized by verbal rewards. Verbal rewards are social recognition or praise, which can be in oral or written form (Bareket-Bojmel, Hochman, & Ariely, 2014) .
Meta-analytic evidence suggests that while verbal rewards have been found, on the whole, to have a more positive impact on autonomous motivation than tangible rewards, the impact of verbal rewards on motivation is dependent on the nature of the reward (Deci, Koestner 4 reward is expected (Lepper & Greene, 1979) or conspicuous (Eisenberger & Selbst, 1994) whilst the task is being performed. More salient rewards emphasize the contingency of the reward and when greater contingency exists, the undermining effect is expected to occur (Deci et al., 2001) . Despite the centrality of perceived salience to the undermining effect, it is rarely measured explicitly and is rather inferred as a theoretical explanation for why extrinsic rewards predict reduced intrinsic motivation (Lepper, Henderlong, & Gingras, 1999) . We know little about the impact of the salience of everyday verbal rewards on motivation.
This paper therefore contributes to work motivation research and more specifically to better understanding the undermining effect proposed by SDT in relation to verbal rewards by, firstly, explicitly testing the role of perceived salience. Despite it being recognized as an important concept within psychological research (Taylor & Fiske, 1978) , there appears to be no previous field-based research examining the role of the perceived salience of incentives on individuals' motivation attributions.
Secondly, while periodic financial rewards are clearly important in the work environment, performance-related incentives typically vary infrequently, perhaps only annually, unless the workplace operates piece-rate or commission-based pay (Rynes, Gerhart, & Parks, 2005) . Instead, verbal rewards (e.g. gratitude spoken or by email) fluctuate on a daily basis, are a vital part of everyday management rewards, and consistent with motivation definitions that see motivation as highly dynamic (Lord, Diefendorff, Schmidt & Hall, 2010) .
Despite the fact that verbal rewards are an integral part of working life (Bareket-Bojmel et al., 2014) we know little about their impact on motivation.
Finally, reward research is dominated by studies which focus on simple, algorithmic tasks (Gerhart & Fang, 2014) and the extent to which task complexity moderates the motivational impact of rewards has therefore been neglected (Gagné & Forest, 2008) . This is important because relatively simple tasks are less likely to be autonomously motivated (because 5 they have less inherent interest or perceived importance) meaning that the so-called undermining effect will be less relevant (Deci et al., 1999a) . There are also questions about whether research based on simple tasks is generalizable to more complex jobs (Gerhart & Fang, 2014) , which are a characteristic of knowledge work. This research therefore aims to build our understanding of the motivational impact of everyday verbal rewards by examining the relationship between individuals' perceived reward salience and their motivation attributions, as well as the moderating role of task complexity.
Self-determination theory and the motivation types
Central to SDT are four different types of motivation, which vary in the extent to which they are experienced as more autonomous or more controlled (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Gagné & Deci, 2005; Chemolli and Gagné, 2014) . The first type, intrinsic motivation, is driven by a person developing an interest and therefore enjoyment in the task itself (e.g. I enjoy analyzing data) and is characterized by an internal perceived locus of causality (PLOC; deCharms, 1968) .
Intrinsic motivation is seen as autonomous in that individuals experience volition in performing intrinsically motivating activities. The second type of autonomous motivation is identified motivation. Individuals who are motivated because they identify with the importance or personal value of the task (e.g. I analyze data because my research is important) also experience a sense of volition and internal PLOC for their behavior (Koestner & Losier, 2002) . The third type is introjected motivation, where self-worth is contingent upon performance of the task but the value of the task has not been accepted as one's own (Deci et al., 1994) . This is therefore characterized by a sense of internal pressure to seek approval or to avoid feelings of guilt (e.g.
I have to analyze these data to be a good researcher) so is internalized into the sense of self but is not autonomous (Chemolli and Gagné, 2014) . Finally, behavior that is externally motivated relies on some kind of external contingency, which the individual seeks to obtain or avoid, such 6 as tangible reward or punishment (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Gagné & Deci, 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2000) . Such motivation has not been internalized and is therefore characterized by an external PLOC (e.g. I need to publish research in order to gain tenure).
The distinction between the individual motivation types is important because, in the work environment, autonomous motivation (i.e. intrinsic or identified) has been shown to be more conducive than controlled motivation (i.e. introjected and external) to outcomes such as job satisfaction, affective commitment and acceptance for organizational change (Gagné, Koestner, & Zuckerman, 2000; Richer, Blanchard, & Vallerand, 2002) .
Verbal rewards and the undermining effect
Workplace rewards can include "money, prizes, desirable activities or outcomes, praise, or recognition" (Byron & Khazanchi, 2012, p.810) which can therefore take a number of forms.
In many workplaces everyday work is characterized less by rewards governed by formal structures (e.g. bonuses) than by informal, psychological rewards (e.g. verbal recognition) (Long & Shields, 2010) . Verbal rewards can be seen as verbal recognition or praise as opposed to tangible rewards which are financial or symbolic, such as awards or gift certificates (Deci et al, 2001; Cameron & Pierce, 1994) . We expand the definition of verbal rewards to include both oral and written rewards on the basis that everyday workplace rewards are often delivered by email in the 21 st century. An example can be seen in the manipulation from Bareket-Bojmel et al (2014) who administered a "special thank you note from the departmental manager" (p. 9) which said; "Dear [Name of employee], thank you for your hard work and great achievements in yesterday's shift, I appreciate your effort very much" (p. 8). These verbal rewards effectively serve as the interim incentive between periodic, tangible rewards to direct behavior (Ellingsen In support of the incentive effect of verbal rewards, studies from neuroscience have demonstrated that verbal rewards activate the neural structures constituting the human reward system (e.g. Spreckelmeyer et al., 2009 ). In the work environment, verbal rewards such as praise or public recognition have been found to motivate specific behaviors including reduced absenteeism (Markham, Scott, & McKee, 2002) , and higher levels of unit (Peterson & Luthans, 2006) or individual performance (Bareket-Bojmel et al., 2014) . Verbal rewards are therefore an important motivator of work-related behaviors. These studies do not, however, tell us whether verbal rewards enhance controlled motivation at the expense of autonomous motivation (i.e. the undermining effect).
SDT suggests that some forms of reward can reduce levels of autonomous motivation such that the reward will undermine the satisfaction of their basic psychological need for autonomy. This is because it creates a sense of pressure ("I have to complete this task") rather than volition ("I want to complete this task") (Deci & Ryan, 1985; 2000) . Individuals are therefore likely to attribute their behavior to the reward and not to the interest in the task itself, resulting in a more external (extrinsic) than internal (intrinsic) PLOC (Deci & Porac, 1979) . It is important to note, therefore, that SDT does not propose that rewards are not motivating.
Rather, that motivation focused on the rewards rather than on the activity itself, or on the internalized value of the activity, is poorer quality and therefore related to sub-optimal functioning (e.g. Houlfort, Koestner, Joussemet, Nantel-Vivier, & Lekes, 2002) .
A number of meta-analyses conducted in the late 1990s/early 2000s concluded that verbal rewards predicted increased intrinsic motivation (Cameron & Pierce, 1994; Deci et al, 1999a Deci et al, , 1999b Deci et al, , 2001 Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996; Tang & Hall, 1995) . The theoretical explanation for the positive relationship between verbal rewards and intrinsic motivation is that verbal rewards often communicate information about performance and can therefore enhance individuals' basic psychological need for competence, which in turn predicts more autonomous 8 motivation (Deci et al., 2001 ). However, a key distinction can be made between rewards that are expected while the task is being performed versus those that are unexpected (Ilgen et al., 1979 This is because any positive effect of expected financial rewards on intrinsic motivation as a result of fulfilling competency needs is outweighed by undermining the need for autonomy and so the net effect on intrinsic motivation is negative (Gagné & Forest, 2008) . With respect to verbal rewards, however, this distinction has not been made. This is important because the expectation of the reward can be seen as an indicator of the extent to which the reward is salient.
The basis of the undermining effect is that incentives are likely to be experienced as controlling (and therefore detrimental to autonomous motivation) only when they are particularly salient (Deci & Porac, 1979; Ross, 1975) but this characteristic has not been explicitly examined.
The salience of rewards and the undermining effect
The role of salience originates from attribution theory (Heider, 1958) , which states that individuals make causal inference based on salient aspects of their environment, which could be seen as reasons for behavior (Kelley, 1973) . In psychological research, the salience of stimuli has been found to influence perceptions of causality (Taylor & Fiske, 1978) . In other words, individuals are more likely to attribute the reasons for their actions to stimuli that are more salient (i.e., salient stimuli are controlling). In this case, then, when verbal rewards are more salient they will draw causal attribution to the reward, therefore undermining autonomous motivation, because the contingency of the reward on the task is more salient. The concept of salience has been applied, in a small number of studies, to understand the impact of rewards on behavior.
As a result of the dominance of experimental methods there is no clear operationalization of incentive salience outside of controlled conditions, and the term has not been clearly defined. Based on a review of theory and experimental studies (e.g. Eisenberger & Selbst, 1994; Lepper et al., 1973; Ross, 1975) we suggest here that salience can be operationalized as the expectation and conspicuousness of the reward while the task is being performed. We discuss each characteristic in turn and how they can be controlling.
Beginning with the expectation of rewards, the distinction between expected and unexpected verbal rewards is particularly important because they have different reward effects. Ilgen and colleagues (1979) draw the distinction between incentives and reinforcements on the basis of the temporal location of the reward to the task. Rewards act as incentives when they are expected while performing a task or activity, rather than a reinforcement which is not expected but delivered after the task is completed. With respect to verbal rewards, Deci, Koestner and Ryan (2001, pp. 3-4) suggest that the undermining effect should apply to expected verbal rewards which "can have a significant controlling aspect leading people to engage in behaviors specifically to gain praise, so verbal rewards have the potential to undermine intrinsic motivation". In this respect, expected verbal rewards make the contingency of the reward particularly salient (Ross, 1975) .
The evidence in relation to expected verbal rewards with respect to an undermining effect is mixed. In the following studies, expectation is manipulated simply by making participants aware that they will receive the verbal reward following the task. For example Harackiewicz, Abrahams, & Wageman (1987 , p.1018 ) told high school participants; "Later you will be shown whether the number of words you found is better or worse than the average number of words found on these very same puzzles by other New Jersey high school students."
Such a command serves to direct the recipient's attention toward an expected evaluation, thereby making it salient. In support of the undermining effect, these authors found that anticipated normative performance evaluation reduced intrinsic interest in adolescents.
Likewise, Pekrun and colleagues (2014) found that anticipated normative evaluation predicted greater adoption of performance, rather than mastery, goals in college students. Performance goals reflect an external PLOC whereas mastery goals reflect an internal PLOC (Ryan and Connell, 1989) . Dollinger and Thelen (1978) found that children who expected verbal rewards demonstrated higher levels of free-time task persistence (used as a proxy for intrinsic motivation) than those who received tangible rewards, although marginally lower than those who received neither. Somewhat contradictory to this, a recent study by Bareket-Bojmel, Hochman, & Ariely (2014) examined the impact of expected verbal rewards (in written form) on productivity, which the authors use to make inferences about intrinsic motivation, in the work environment. Participants in this field-based experimental study were assigned to four groups; financial bonus, non-financial bonus (family pizza voucher), promised (and therefore expected) verbal reward and a choice between financial and non-financial bonus. These authors found that participants receiving verbal and non-financial bonuses displayed the highest levels of productivity, and the productivity of those who received the verbal reward did not reduce after this incentive was removed (unlike the other reward conditions, which did). This, therefore, could contradict the other studies if, as the authors suggest, we infer intrinsic motivation from changes in productivity. It is questionable, however, whether productivity is analogous to intrinsic motivation (Ambrose and Kulick, 1999) ; an increase in productivity could be explained by either, or both, extrinsic and intrinsic motivation (Cerasoli, Nicklin, Ford and Hinshaw, 2014) .
Turning now to conspicuousness, we base this characteristic on social psychological research which examines the impact of salience on causal attribution. Jones and Nisbett (1972) propose that stimuli (e.g. verbal rewards) are salient when they are perceptually prominent. This is supported by Taylor and Fiske (1978) who, based on a review of experimental manipulations of salient stimuli, emphasize the prominence of the stimulus defined by a number of characteristics. Of particular importance to verbal rewards (which could be written or auditory)
is that visual prominence and auditory prominence are characteristics of salient stimuli. The auditory and visual prominence of the verbal reward therefore makes the stimulus more conspicuous.
Research examining the impact of reward salience as characterized by conspicuousness is more limited than research examining expectation. In two experimental studies, Ross (1975) found that preschool children had lower levels of post-test task persistence (playing with a drum) when they had been offered a salient reward (marshmallows) for doing so. In the second experiment, children displayed lower persistence when they were instructed to think about the marshmallows while playing with the drum. In a similar study, children were asked to think about the taste of eating a marshmallow and the same effect was found (Mischel & Baker, 1975) . Thinking about the reward in these studies therefore made the reward more perceptually conspicuous, thereby undermining their intrinsic motivation. Likewise, in an experimental study by Eisenberger and Selbst (1994) , the impact of rewards on children's creativity on a word quiz task was examined. The salience of the reward was manipulated by placing, or not placing, the coins that the child was rewarded in front of him or her during the task. When the reward was conspicuous in this way, children's creativity was lower but when the reward was out of sight, there was no effect of the reward on their creativity. Creativity can be seen as an outcome of intrinsic motivation (Amabile, Barsade, Mueller and Staw, 2005) so this indicates that the conspicuousness made the reward more controlling, thereby undermining their intrinsic motivation.
The findings of the studies reviewed here suggest that reward salience explains the extent to which reward undermines children's task interest (intrinsic motivation) and it has been theorized that this is because they attribute the causality for their actions to the incentive (external PLOC), thereby reducing interest in the task (internal PLOC) when the reward is no longer present (Ross, 1975) . As a result of these experimental manipulations, and in the absence of a clear operationalization of reward salience, we propose that reward salience is indicated by the expectation and conspicuousness of the reward while the task is being performed.
The first set of hypotheses are made on the basis that salient stimuli influence perceived causality for behavior (Taylor & Fiske, 1978) . Specifically, that individuals will attribute their behavior to the verbal reward (controlled motivation) when it is particularly conspicuous and expected. Thus salient rewards are experienced as more controlling and therefore undermine autonomous motivation (Deci, 1971; Deci & Porac, 1979) .
Hypothesis 1a: Reward salience is negatively related to autonomous motivation (intrinsic and identified.). Hypothesis 1b: Reward salience is positively related to controlled motivation (introjected and external).
Our final consideration is the nature of the work which is associated with the verbal reward. It is important to note that the undermining theory outlined above is proposed to hold primarily with respect to inherently interesting or stimulating tasks (Deci et al., 1999a) . This is because tasks requiring more complex or creative thought encourage greater levels of intrinsic interest or identification with the task (Amabile et al, 2005) . On the other hand, simple or repetitive tasks provide little intrinsic interest and appear relatively unimportant (because of their simplicity) so do not engender identification with the importance of the task (Deci et al., 1999a ).
In the latter conditions, therefore, the task is unlikely to encourage autonomous motivation so there is nothing to undermine. In this study, we therefore consider the moderating role of the extent to which the task requires heuristic thought. Tasks requiring greater heuristic thought are those which involve reasoned, creative thinking and the application of skills and knowledge (McGraw, 1979) . More heuristic tasks are likely to be more interesting than algorithmic (simple, repetitive) tasks but also, through the inherent challenge of the task, appear to individuals to be more important than simple tasks.
There does not appear to be any research which has explicitly tested the moderating role of task complexity on the relationship between incentives and motivation as proposed by SDT, despite calls for this (Gagné & Forest, 2008) . The limited body of research examining the impact of verbal rewards on motivation has focused primarily on simple tasks. For example, Bareket-Bojmel, Hochman, & Ariely's (2014) work-based experimental study was based in a production environment where "the nature of the work (producing computer chips) provides a clear articulation of the desired outcomes expected… [and] employees engaged in their routine jobs using their standard work schedules" (p. 7). If the expected moderating effect of task complexity is present, the findings of their study (failing to support the undermining effect)
would therefore be unsurprising.
We make the following hypotheses on the basis that the presence of more salient rewards for tasks which are in themselves stimulating (heuristic) has the potential to direct individuals' attribution towards the verbal reward, thereby increasing their controlled motivation and undermining their autonomous motivation. For less heuristic tasks, the motivation is likely to have been more controlled in the first place so this will not take place. 
Method Participants and procedure
Participants were all employees of a UK-based public corporation. The organization is part funded by government but operates independently, including decisions about HR practices.
Respondents were employed in a wide range of jobs, mostly desk based and largely requiring a degree or professional qualification. Of 145 respondents who volunteered to take part in the study following an earlier survey, 72 respondents completed at least 3 diary entries (50% response rate), totaling 442 daily responses. We retained only those responses which indicated verbal or written reward and who had completed at least 3 diary entries. This resulted in 287 responses (58 respondents) including verbal (N = 186), written (N = 43), or both verbal and written reward (N = 58) which were retained for analysis. The average number of diary entries was 5 (range = 3 to 9), out of a possible 10. Of the 58 respondents, 33% were female. Ages ranged from 23 to 63 years (mean = 44 years) and average organization tenure was 10 years. 44% were educated to postgraduate level. The sample was representative of the five job levels within the organization. All demographic variables are representative of the whole organization population with the exception of gender, which is slightly more evenly split than this sample would suggest (42% female).
We utilized a diary methodology to sample tasks from the working day (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003; Weiss & Rupp, 2011) , and examined within-person variation in motivation and related verbal incentives. Adopting the view that daily life is structured around episodes, which are self-imposed structures that individuals use to understand their constant stream of experience (Beal & Weiss, 2012) , a diary methodology allows respondents to identify their own motivated behavior episodes and related verbal incentives. The two-week diary study was administered via an email link at around 3pm each day and participants were instructed to complete the diary at a convenient time towards the end of their working day.
Participants were asked two open ended questions in order focus them on critical incidents of motivated behavior from that day. The first was about the activity itself; "describe an activity or task that you have spent a significant amount of time or effort on at work today".
The second question asked them to describe; "any feedback, recognition or reward that you received or expected to receive in relation to the task." This question was originally designed to tap rewards as both reinforcements and incentives but respondents indicated that all diary entries were expected rewards, rather than received, so all are incentives rather than reinforcements. They were also given the following instructions: "This could be, for example, positive or negative verbal feedback, visual feedback or recognition in the form of body language, or a material reward such as a gift or management reward". These critical incidents allow individuals to select meaningful activities from their working day (Beal, Weiss, Barros, & MacDermid, 2005; Weiss & Rupp, 2011) and to "hook" their experiences to tangible examples which brings the task to the front of their mind (Chell, 2004) . The qualitative data collected from these questions were not taken forward for further analysis as often insufficient detail was provided by respondents. Examples of the reward episodes are provided in the results section.
Measures
The self-report scales included in the diary are outlined in turn below. The length of the scales is two-items and, in the case of task heuristic, a single item to reduce respondent fatigue and drop-out which is a risk as respondents completed the same scales for 10 consecutive working days. Unlike traditional survey methods, daily diary studies reduce the risk of recall bias as respondents answer the questions relating to events from the same day so one or two item scales are more acceptable. The use of shorter scales is common in diary studies for this reason (e.g. & Briner, 2002; Niessen, Sonnentag and Sach, 2012) . Reliability of the two-item scales was tested using the Spearman-Brown split-half prediction test as this has been shown to be more appropriate to two-item measures than the more commonly used Cronbach's alpha (Eisinga, Te Grotenhuis, & Pelzer, 2012) .
Conway
Task motivation. Items were adapted from the Multidimensional Work Motivation Scale (MWMS; Gagné et al, 2014) to measure motivation focused on specific tasks (rather than work in general). There were 8 items in total, two for each of the motivation types. Items were as follows; "To get recognised or rewarded by others for the effort that I put in" and "To avoid being criticised by others (e.g., manager, colleagues)" (external), "Because I would have felt bad about myself if I didn't" and "Because putting the effort in made me feel good about myself" (introjected), "Because I considered it personally important" and "Because the task or activity was of personal significance to me" (identified) , and "Because the task itself was interesting" and "Because I got enjoyment from doing the task/activity" (intrinsic). All items were scored on a 5-point Likert scale in response to the question "to what extent do the following statements reflect reasons that you put particular time or effort into the task or activity?" from 1 (not at all) to 5 (a great deal). Multi-level confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) confirmed that the theoretical four-factor model was a good fit; χ 2 = 46.21 (df = 13) p < .00, CFI = .96, TLI = .91, RMSEA = .08. The four factor model was a superior fit to all 3, 2, and single factor models arrived at by combining items measuring the motivation types. SpearmanBrown reliability coefficients for the subscales are; .66 (external), .63 (introjected), .78
(identified), and .87 (intrinsic).
Reward salience.
Research into reward salience is almost entirely based in the lab (e.g. Eisenberger & Selbst, 1994; Ross, 1975) and there are no available self-report measures of perceived reward salience. Therefore, a measure of reward salience was developed for this research. Two items measured each of expectation and conspicuousness, in response to the question: "Please rate the following statements according to how you felt while you were performing the task". Items were; "I was expecting the performance of the task to lead to the feedback, recognition or reward" and "I expected to receive feedback, recognition or reward in relation to the task" (expectation); "I was thinking about the feedback, recognition or reward"
and "I was conscious of the feedback, recognition or reward whilst I was performing the task" (conspicuousness). Items were scored on a 5-point Likert scale.
Scale validation was carried out in several stages in MPlus. Firstly, exploratory factor analysis, using Robust Maximum Likelihood estimation, revealed a single-factor model factor, with loadings of between 0.83 and 0.89. This was supported with multi-level CFA. There was no significant difference between the one-and two-factor models in the CFA so the one-factor model was adopted for parsimony. This represented a very good fit to the data; χ 2 = 0.529 (df = 1) p = .467, CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.005, RMSEA = .000 (95% confidence intervals = .000 and .116). Finally, we tested measurement and factorial invariance on the single factor model in
MPlus. This was estimated using a random split sample of the data with 221 respondents in each group. In line with the procedure set out by Meredith (1993) and expanded by Marsh et al (2009) , models were estimated to examine firstly structural invariance, then weak measurement invariance and finally strong measurement invariance. The desirable outcome is for good model fit for all three models with either no change or an improvement in fit at each step (Marsh et al., 2010) . These criteria were achieved and the fit of the strong factorial invariance model was very good; CFI = 1.000, TLI = 1.016, RMSEA = .000 with no significant change in model .46, p < .001) as would be expected on the basis that more senior jobs require more heuristic thought. In addition, task heuristic is predictive of intrinsic motivation (Table 2) in line with the theoretical justification set out above, thereby supporting the validity of the measure.
Examples from the qualitative descriptions of events revealed that more heuristic tasks (rated 4 or 5) included writing papers for boards and committees, carrying out investigations or research alone, and data analysis (e.g. "[I] worked on developing a skills matrix for engineers.
I find this task particularly challenging because I have to design and come up with a formula to
analyze the data collated"). Simpler tasks (rated 1 or 2) included attending regular meetings, undertaking standardized administrative tasks and producing or checking standard reports (e.g.
"preparing month end reports…this is a [standard] task which is repetitive but essential for audit and control purposes").
Control variables.
Between-person effects of gender, job level, age and organization tenure were included as control variables as these have been found to impact on both motivation and reward attitudes in multiple studies. Day of the week that the diary was completed (Monday, Tuesday etc.) and the diary day (i.e. 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd …up to 10 th possible diary entry) were also included as control variables. These variables control for diary fatigue (Bolger et al., 2003) and the impact of day of the week, which has been shown to have an impact on affective experience, including motivation (Ryan, Bernstein, & Brown, 2010) . The final control was a between-person level of motivation towards work in general, using the original version of the MWMS (Gagné et al, 2014) . This enabled us to isolate general motivational tendencies and examine only task-level motivation as measured through the diary. Each multi-level model reported in tables 2a and b includes the respective motivation type at between-person level.
Analyses
Hierarchical linear modelling (HLM) is a form of multiple regression which recognizes that the data are structured such that individual responses can be 'nested' within higher level units and therefore not independent of one another (Singer & Willett, 2003) . In this case, individual day responses are nested within the higher level unit of individuals. HLM enables the separation of both within-person (level 1) and between-person (level 2) effects (Snijders & Bosker, 1999) .
The interest of this study was within-person (level 1) relationships because the focus is on daily experience rather than general individual tendencies. To ensure that level 1 effects were not biased by between-person differences, the level 1 independent variables were group-mean centered (by subtracting the person-level aggregate from the daily response; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) . In line with the procedure set out by Zhang, Zyphur, and Preacher (2009) the level 2 aggregate was also included in the model, although is not reported, to control for the betweenperson effects.
As with standard regression analysis, it is possible to examine the variance explained by each variable added into the model. In HLM this is done by examining the change in -2 x Log Likelihood (-2LL), also known as the deviance, between models when new predictor variables are added. The amount of change in the -2LL relative to the change in degrees of 20 freedom between models is compared against a chi-square significance table to ascertain the significance of the change in fit between models (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2005) . The variance explained is also examined by calculating a "pseudo-R 2 " (Singer & Willett, 2003 
Results

Preliminary analysis
Means, standard deviations, scale reliability statistics and zero-order correlations between the variables are presented in table 1.
Respondents were presented with an item that listed several categories of reward and asked to indicate whether the reported reward incident was verbal, written, nonverbal or financial. Of 442 reported incidents, only 6 (2%) included financial reward and 33 (7%) nonverbal recognition. Therefore, as outlined above, the majority were verbal and written. There were also 155 (36%) responses which did not include any indication as to the nature of the reward. These were excluded because non-response was ambiguous: participants who did not select a reward from the list may indicate expecting no reward; however, it may indicate they expected a reward but not one listed (e.g., time-off). The responses suggest that financial rewards are not salient on a day to day basis in this context, which supports our assertion that everyday rewards are more commonly verbal. Example responses are: "I hope the project is successful and implemented on time, as that will result in my getting a bigger bonus this year" (financial); "I believe I will receive a verbal recognition for completing the task in such a short time frame" (verbal) and "I'd expect to receive an email from the project manager saying my input was helpful" (written). All instances of non-verbal incentives were reported by respondents as co-occurring with verbal or written rewards (e.g. the reward was seen as both verbal and non-verbal) indicating that this behavior is supported by clearer written or verbal feedback or recognition and were thus retained in the analysis.
-------------------------Table 1 about here -------------------------
Before hypothesis testing, the variables were examined to ensure that a significant proportion of total variance was explained at within-person level, in line with the procedure followed by Spence et al (2011) . Between 45% and 68% of variance was explained at withinperson level in the test variables and so supporting the multi-level approach.
Hypothesis testing
Hierarchical linear models were estimated with the independent variables relating to each of the motivation types (intrinsic, identified, introjected and external) in turn and are reported in table 2. Hypotheses 1a and 1b are addressed in model 2 and hypotheses 2a and 2b in model 4.
---------------------------------Tables 2a and b about here ---------------------------------
Hypothesis 1a is not supported. The direct effects of reward salience on intrinsic and identified motivation were non-significant, suggesting that salience has a negligible negative effect on these autonomous motivation types (model 2; table 2a). Hypothesis 1b was supported; incentive salience positively related to introjected motivation (γ03 = .14, p < .05) and external motivation as expected (γ03 = .25, p < .001) (model 2; table 2b).
Hypothesis 2a was supported, in relation to both intrinsic and identified motivation: the interaction between task heuristic and incentive salience was significantly negatively related to intrinsic motivation (γ05 = -.17, p < .05), and identified motivation (γ05 = -.13, p < .05; model 4, table 2a). The slopes for these relationships are depicted in figures 1 and 2 respectively. The 22 high and low points on the graph represent +/-1SD in line with recommendations from Aiken and West (1991) . Perceived incentive salience was negatively related to intrinsic and identified motivation for tasks requiring high heuristic thought and was positively related to intrinsic and identified motivation for tasks requiring low heuristic thought. The optimal conditions for both types of motivation are highly heuristic tasks and low incentive salience. Hypothesis 2b was also partially supported, with respect to external motivation (γ05 = .13, p < .05; model 4, table 2b). The slopes for the relationship with external motivation are depicted in figure 3. Both slopes are positive indicating that incentive salience relates positively to external motivation at high and low levels of heuristic thought, as predicted. The slope is steeper for tasks requiring more heuristic thought, indicating that salient incentives relate to the perceived locus of causality more strongly for more complex tasks, also in line with the hypothesis. The interaction did not have a significant relationship with introjected motivation. In summary, the interaction effects are in line with the hypotheses in that incentive salience relates to lower intrinsic and identified motivation and higher external motivation for tasks requiring higher levels of heuristic thought.
-------------------------Insert Figures 1, 2 and 3 about here -------------------------
Discussion
The aim of this study was to test the theory that salient verbal rewards undermine more autonomous types of motivation by encouraging an external perceived locus of causality for behavior (Deci et al., 1999a; Deci, 1971 ). Our first hypothesis tested the undermining effect in a general respect across all tasks, whereas our second hypothesis distinguished between heuristic and non-heuristic tasks. Working adults participated in a diary study, completing a short questionnaire every day for 10 working days. Diaries focused on a critical incident of motivated behavior earlier during the working day and the salience (expectation and conspicuousness) of any related verbal reward.
Considering the general test of the undermining effect across all tasks, the results indicate that verbal reward salience is associated with causal attribution in that perceived salience positively predicted external motivation, which is characterized by an external perceived locus of causality. This, therefore, supports the suggestion that perceived verbal reward salience is an important characteristic in understanding the motivational impact of rewards (Ross, 1975) . Although this is the basis of several theories of reward and motivation (Lepper & Greene, 1979) , including SDT (Deci & Porac, 1979) , previous studies have not explicitly tested the role of perceived salience in influencing the effects of workplace rewards on motivation. Importantly, the higher external motivation was not to the detriment of intrinsic motivation (Gagné & Deci, 2005) . In other words, while individuals are more likely to attribute the cause for their behavior to a verbal reward when it is salient, this does not reduce their intrinsic or identified interest in the task. In general terms, therefore, the undermining theory was not supported.
We do, however, find support for the undermining effect with respect to intrinsic and identified motivation when distinguishing between heuristic and non-heuristic tasks. Both intrinsic and identified motivation were lower in the presence of more salient verbal rewards for more heuristic tasks but higher for less heuristic tasks. More salient verbal rewards also predicted greater levels of external motivation, and more so for more complex tasks. In other words, individuals attribute their motivation for more complex tasks towards the verbal reward (external motivation) and less so to the interest or importance of the task, in the presence of salient verbal rewards. But for simpler tasks, it seems that more salient verbal rewards predict greater identification with or enjoyment of the task to a small extent. Perhaps this is because a salient incentive makes a simpler task seem more important or interesting than its complexity would suggest, thereby helping individuals to internalize the value of the task.
The findings with respect to the moderating effect of task heuristic are important because they may explain some of the previous mixed results with respect to verbal rewards and the undermining effect. For example, Bareket-Bojmel, Hochman, & Ariely (2014) found a positive relationship between verbal rewards and productivity but did so in relation to simple, routine jobs. These authors' findings would not be contradicted by the findings of the present research. It therefore seems important to take into account both the perceived salience of the incentive and the complexity of the task.
Implications for theory
This study has three important theoretical implications. Firstly, while SDT is growing in popularity as a theory of work motivation (Gagné & Deci, 2005 ) the undermining theory of incentives on autonomous motivation has been controversial within the work environment (Rynes et al., 2005) . In large part this is due to the lack of field-based research which does not recognize that rewards are the norm in the work environment. This research adds to a growing body of research which has examined the impact of financial rewards on motivation in a work setting (Fang & Gerhart, 2012; Kuvaas, 2006) but rather focuses on the type of verbal rewards that individuals experience in their day-to-day work. It furthers the theory in suggesting that salient verbal rewards can undermine the extent to which individuals experience autonomous motivation towards a task when the task is more complex. The fact that this was supported with respect to identified, as well as intrinsic motivation, which has traditionally been the focus, is important because individuals may identify with the value of the task even when it is not intrinsically interesting (which could be said about many work tasks) and identified motivation has been related to persistence on important but non-interesting tasks (Koestner & Losier, 2002) . These results would therefore support the suggestion that both intrinsic and identified motivation are important in the work domain (Gagné & Deci, 2005) .
Secondly, the present study furthers our knowledge of workplace motivation. In particular, it is novel in focusing on episodic motivation, focused on specific tasks rather than a general attitude towards work. Motivation is acknowledged as highly dynamic (Lord et al, 2010) , fluctuating according to momentary events and environment conditions, yet it is rarely researched in a manner consistent with this (Beal and Weiss, 2012) . This means that crucial time-proximal drivers of motivation, such as verbal rewards, have tended to be neglected. This is the first study to examine episodic motivation from an SDT perspective in the work environment and we have shown that a within-person approach can effectively tap rewards that vary on a daily basis and the salience of these constructs affects motivation. This could be extended in future research to examine different motivation antecedents, such as non-linguistic rewards.
Thirdly, this research adds to our knowledge of reward perceptions in developing the concept of perceived reward salience. Research into reward salience has previously been confined to the lab, despite suggestions that it is likely to influence attribution in everyday situations (Lord & Smith, 1983) . This study supports previous experimental research in suggesting that reward salience does influence causal attribution (e.g. Ross, 1975) . It suggests that perceived salience should be considered to be an important subjective reward perception but unlike subjective reward perceptions such as fairness and satisfaction, perceived salience requires less cognitive processing (Lord & Smith, 1983) and comparison with others. By setting out an operational definition of perceived salience, this paper offers opportunities for further expansion of this theory, which has previously been inferred but not fully tested. For example, it would be interesting to examine antecedents to perceived salience by combining the selfreport scale with experimental methods to examine the influence of different types of rewards (e.g. financial, symbolic) and objective characteristics of rewards (e.g. amount, frequency) on perceived salience.
Implications for practice
SDT and the undermining effect have found considerable interest with management practitioners in recent years (e.g. Pink, 2010) . The findings of this study have implications for practitioners in that verbal rewards tend to be delivered by managers, rather than through formal procedures. This research would suggest that managers should make rewards salient to encourage intrinsic and identified motivation for simple tasks but not for more complex tasks.
For simpler tasks, this could be done effectively by creating an expectation of an reward (e.g. "I will be very impressed if you sort all of these files by the end of the day") or making this conspicuous by reiterating the promised incentive on email while the task is being performed (e.g. "thank you for your hard work on this task, I really appreciate your efforts"). For more complex tasks, however, it would be better not to make rewards expected or conspicuous. This could be done by using reinforcements rather than incentives so that the reward is not salient while the task is being performed. Identified motivation could also be encouraged for more complex tasks by making the importance of the task more salient than any incentive (e.g. "your effort on this project is key to the success of the organization") where intrinsic motivation could be encouraged by emphasizing the nature of the task itself (e.g. "I hope you will enjoy being part of this project team").
Limitations and future research
A first limitation is that all of the items in the diary were self-report there is a risk of common method bias (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2012) . Steps were taken to try to reduce this by ensuring anonymity of responses (to reduce social desirability bias), randomizing the order of scales as much as possible (to reduce day-to-day priming) and piloting the diary to ensure comprehension. In addition, partitioning the within-and between-person effects in the analysis controlled for stable effects as much as possible.
Secondly, as the incentives captured within the diary responses were verbal it is not possible to conclude whether the findings of this study generalize to financial incentives. Future research would be valuable to examine this, perhaps in situations where financial rewards are more salient on a day to day basis (e.g. piece rates, or sales commission) or an experimental study (e.g., Bareket-Bojmel et al., 2014) . In particular, whether certain characteristics of financial incentives lead to higher perceived salience, and how this in turn relates to motivation.
It would also be beneficial to explore this relating both to day-to-day rewards and also general reward perceptions. This would help to test whether causal attributions are based on momentary perceptions or general attitudes.
Our third suggestion relates to task complexity, which was examined as a self-reported item. Firstly, future research should also measure managers' ratings of their direct reports' task heuristic. This would enable multi-level analysis not only within-and between-person but also clustered within managers and also between managers. Obtaining both parties perceptions would permit examining the extent to which task complexity is subjective and differs across viewpoints, and examine conditions that influence these perceptions, such as how managers can offer verbal feedback without undermining heuristic task motivation. Secondly, there are multiple components of task complexity (Morgeson & Humphrey, 2006) which could be explored further as some may be more associated with salient rewards than others. For example, the amount of time expended on the task, whether it was a solo or team activity, or whether it was concerned with internal or external stakeholders.
Our fourth suggestion relates to additional characteristics of the verbal reward. Firstly, relating to the type of contingency attached to the reward. More salient reward is controlling such that it makes the contingency of the reward more salient (Deci & Porac, 1979) . The meta-analyses by Deci et al (1999a Deci et al ( , 1999b Deci et al ( , 2001 ) make the additional distinction between the type of contingency attached to the reward. While we examine the magnitude of the contingency (through salience) we do not examine the type of contingency. The second characteristic refers to the extent to which the nature of the verbal reward is more informational or controlling.
Ryan, Mims and Koestner (1983) found that rewards administered in these different ways might impact on motivation. We do not explicitly examine informational versus controlling verbal rewards. Future research might, therefore, examine the extent to which the type of contingency of the reward, and the way in which the reward is administered, interact with perceived salience to affect motivation.
Finally, in the present study we were unable to test the direction of causality of the proposed relationships. This is because diary measures were collected only once, at the end of the working day and episodes were not necessarily connected across days. The theory that salient rewards predict motivation rather than the other way around is in line with the work of Taylor and Fiske (1979) on salience and causality, which would strongly support the salience of stimuli preceding changes in behavior. This is further supported by previous experimental research included in Deci, Koester and Ryan's (2001) meta-analysis. Future research might, however, explore this further within the field environment. As many complex tasks continue for more than one day, sampling connected episodes across a period of days would allow longitudinal analysis and inferences about changes in motivation and related causal processes.
Conclusion
The perceived salience of verbal rewards emerged as an important characteristic in defining their motivational impact. Verbal reward salience influenced causal attribution for behavior in that it was associated with an increase in external motivation. This research also highlights the importance of task complexity as a moderator of the motivational impact of verbal rewards.
More salient verbal rewards were associated with intrinsic and identified motivation for simpler 29 tasks but were detrimental to these motivation types for more complex tasks, consistent with the undermining effect. This study contributes to our understanding of how everyday verbal rewards influence day-to-day work behaviors, not those set out in formal organizational policies. 
Notes:
Model 1 = control variables; model 2 = hypothesis 1; model 3 = task heuristic (as a control); model 4 = (hypothesis 2). a Monday, Tuesday etc. b Days 1 -10 of diary period. c χ2 test used for significance of ∆ -2LL based on ∆ degrees of freedom (df). ∆df for model 1 = 7, ∆for models 2,3 and 4 = 2 (fixed effect was added at both level 1 and level 2). *p<.05, **p<.01, *** p<.001. 
